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All researchers

postgraduates
emerging researchers
established researchers
alumni

New Zealand’s specialist land-based university
Professional achievement

Viticulturist  Social Scientist
Ecologist  Landscape Architect  Tourism Operator  Urban Designer  Business Leader
Environmental Manager  Data Visualisation Specialist  Agricultural
Economist  Farm Manager  Property Valuer Iwi Resource Manager  Transport Planner

New Zealand’s specialist land-based university
The Lincoln Experience

Member of the Lincoln University community

• Professional identity
  valuing of intellectual endeavour
  connecting identity, reputation, international affiliation
  in the global research community

• Social engagement
  Iwi, International Night, events, clubs, LEO, SAGE, WET

• Valuing diversity, creating synergies
• Promoting lifelong organisational affiliation
LTL as *place* on campus

- Library, Teaching and Learning the “go to” place
- Community connectivity and integration of activity
- Where values of teaching, learning, research intersect
- Kaitiakitanga – Stewardship
- Hub of “the Lincoln Experience”
LTL contributes by

- Contextualising research outputs
- Socialising areas of research
- Providing map of research ecology
- Linking the continuum of scholarly work
- Highlighting research contribution to global community
- Making visible the research profile
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How LTL supports research

- Research outputs
- Research portfolios
- Researcher ID ORCid
- Research data
- Community profile
- Reference list
- LTL web pages
- LinkedIn
- PBRF
Research support achieved by

• Researcher at the centre of the ecology

• Marketing LTL services

• Connecting the knowledge networks

• Integrating research tools
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Research ecology tools
Research Archive priorities

• Mandating deposit of research outputs

• ResearcherID/ ORCid

• API citations Web of Knowledge

• Creative Commons Licences

• Auto embargo release

• Upgrade DSpace
Community Archive priorities

• Celebrating current student and staff success

• *Landscape Digital Archive* – Professional collaboration NZILA (pilot by April 2013)

• *Earthquake Response* - Lincoln University’s CEISMIC content (SOLA, December 2012)

• *Resilience* (Environmental Management)

• Lincoln University - Lincoln Township 150th anniversary

• Culture and history of organisation - Alumni
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Research Management System priorities

• Managing research output workflow

• Capturing undervalued outputs

• Recording community contributions

• Verification of supporting evidence

• Identify data related to outputs
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Data Management Archive priorities

• Research data audit

• Write Data Management Plan

• Evaluate data management systems
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